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§4. Mapping of Measurement Position of 
ECE Diagnostics in LHD 
Nagayama, Y., Kawahata, K., Inagaki, S., 
Sakakibara, S., Narihara, K. 
Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics 
have a strong advantage that is a continuous 
measurement of the electron temperature profile. 
The electron temperature is obtained from the 
intensity of ECE and the position is obtained from 
the frequency of ECE. The process of 
determination of position from the ECE frequency 
is often called "mapping". 
The cyclotron frequency Wee corresponds to 
the magnetic field B as follows: 
eB 
wee =-
me 
The calculated magnetic field profile is used for 
the mapping of ECE diagnostics in LHD. 
Theoretically, the plasma position is shifted in the 
outboard side as the plasma beta is increased. 
Figure 1 (a) shows the electron temperature 
profiles measured with the Thomson scattering and 
the ECE diagnostics in the low ~ LHD plasma. 
Since the magnetic field is peaked at the plasma 
center, the electron temperature profile in the 
inboard side is measured with the radiometer and 
that in the outboard side is measured with the 
scanning Michelson interferometer. The 
radiometer is cross-calibrated by the Michelson 
system under the assumption that the electron 
temperature at the same p, which is the normalized 
minor radius, is the same. Here, p is also 
obtained by the calculation. In low ~ plasma, the 
ECE diagnostics agree well to the Thomson 
scattering. 
Figure 1 (b) shows the electron temperature 
profiles measured with the Thomson scattering and 
the ECE diagnostics in the high ~ LHD plasma. 
When the beta is taken into account, the electron 
temperature profile measured by the ECE 
diagnostics is shifted in the outboard side from that 
measured by the Thomson scattering. In high ~ 
case, it is clear that the ECE temperature profile 
using the calculated magnetic field with ~=O 
agrees well to the Thomson scattering. 
This result suggests that it requires further 
improvement in the calculation of the magnetic 
field or the magnetic flux in helical systems. 
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Fig.1 Comparison of the electron temperature 
profiles obtained with the ECE and the Thomson 
scattering diagnostics. (a) Low beta case 
(~=O.25%) , (b) High beta case (~=O.69%). Open 
circles indicate Thomson temperature. Solid lines 
indicate the ECE temperature with ~=O% and 
broken lines indicate ECE with finite ~. 
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